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4. Going further
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Observability != Monitoring

Observability refers to the ability to understand the internal state of a system by examining its outputs, such 
as logs, metrics and traces. It allows for the diagnosis of issues by providing insight into the system's 
behavior over time.

Monitoring refers to the continuous collection of data from a system to check for any abnormal behavior or 
performance issues

Without observability -> no monitoring!



Three pillars of observability

- Logs provide a record of events that occur within a system
- Metrics provide measurable values that can be used to track the 

performance and health of a system. 
- Traces provide a detailed record of the steps taken by a request or 

process as it flows through a distributed system, and can be used for 
debugging and performance analysis.

Source: https://iamondemand.com/blog/the-3-pillars-of-system-observability-logs-metrics-and-tracing/



Traces - Example

Source: https://docs.datadoghq.com/fr/video-categories/flamegraph/



OpenTelemetry

OpenTelemetry is a collection of tools, APIs, and SDKs. 

Use it to instrument, generate, collect, and export telemetry data (metrics, logs, and 
traces) to help you analyze your software’s performance and behavior.

Source: https://opentelemetry.io/

NOT to store NOR visualize data



Focus on Tracing -> (more definitions 🙈)

Traces can be viewed as a directed acyclic graph of Spans

Source: https://opentelemetry.io/docs/reference/specification/overview



Focus on Tracing

Source: https://docs.datadoghq.com/fr/video-categories/flamegraph/

root span

(child) spans



Spans

Span = operation within a transaction.

Span contains 

- Parent’s Span identifier (remember the DAG)
- An operation name 
- A start and finish timestamp 
- Attributes -> key-value pairs. 
- A set of zero or more Events, each of which is 

itself a tuple (timestamp, name, attributes)



Trace Propagation

When possible:

● via http headers

Otherwise:

● custom solutions :)

Source: https://www.w3.org/TR/trace-context/#traceparent-header-field-values



Demo 🍕



DEMO 🔥 



Going further

Correlation between pillars

● Trace with a full context (metrics + logs)

More than 3 pillars

● Profiling
● Code integration

Visualization

● You likely need a tool to visualize
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